Infographic:

The Challenges of
Securing Big Data
Big data drives the
modern enterprise

The world is radically changing with data at the center
of value creation for enterprises. Smart devices, from
connected cars to IoT devices of all kinds, stream
massive volumes of data that enterprises leverage for
customer and competitive insights.
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Trends in big data
The digital universe
doubles every 2 years.¹

20B

An estimated
20 billion devices

will be connected to
the internet by 2020.²

Feeding volumes of sensitive
data into data lakes

But among the petabytes of data captured by
enterprises is sensitive information of all kinds that, if
stolen, results in harmful consequences to consumers
affected and the business breached.
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Challenges in big data
Big data is the
#1 target for spend
increase for Chief
Security Officers.³

1 in 2 employees

that request big data
access are denied.⁴

Limits of traditional IT security
Data vulnerable in the cloud
Traditional on-premise security controls cannot be
extended to the hybrid cloud or protect data streaming
from IoT devices.

Data protection can’t scale
dynamically with Hadoop
Traditional system-based security cannot scale at the
speed of big data growth for most organizations.

Data is not protected
while in use
Traditional data storage security cannot protect data
when it is being used by applications or being analyzed.

Data vulnerable
at third parties
On-premises embedded system security cannot extend
when shared outside the organization.

A new security approach is
needed that scales dynamically
with the growth of big data
Discover the solution

Learn more in our new ebook, available now!

Download Now
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